
BIG ON HOPES, SHORT ON IDEAS
THE BUDGET AIMS TO FOCUS ON INFRASTRUCTURE AND

CONNECTIVITY, BUT LACKS GROWTH-INVIGORATING PROPOSALS
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Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman’s fourth successive budget, while commonsensical

in its approach, is not exactly bubbling with new ideas. With the economy still in search

of durable momentum that could help entrench the recovery from the last fiscal year’s

record contraction, Ms. Sitharaman has missed an opportunity to address the flagging

consumer spending in the wake of erosion in real incomes and savings through a

combination of tax breaks for the middle class and cash handouts for the poor. And

even as the Minister acknowledges the role public capital expenditure could play in

crowding-in private investment at a time when “private investments seem to require

that support” and help to ‘pump-prime’ demand in the economy, the Budget outlay of

₹7.50 lakh-crore for the capital account marks just a 24.4% increase from the revised

estimate of ₹6.03 lakh-crore for the current fiscal. To be sure, Ms. Sitharaman’s speech

highlights the PM GatiShakti, a “transformative approach for economic growth and

sustainable development” that is to be powered by the ‘seven engines’ of roads, railways,

airports, ports, mass transport, waterways, and logistics infrastructure. While the broad

sweep of the public infrastructure envisioned by the programme could potentially be

truly transformative if it were to be executed as imagined, the Budget is largely short on

details where it concerns the specifics and pencils in some figures only for the roads and

railways components. The Budget lists a ‘Master Plan for Expressways’ that will be

formulated in 2022-23 under the scheme and projects the addition of 25,000 kilometres

of roads to the National Highways network. The talk of enabling seamless multimodal

movement of goods and people and providing multimodal connectivity between mass

urban transit systems and railway stations, however, all sound a familiar refrain from past

speeches.

Spending outlays on several other key sectors including health care, rural development

and the vital jobs and income providing national rural employment guarantee scheme

have all shrunk as a percentage of overall expenditure in the Budget estimates for fiscal

2023 from the revised estimates for the current year, even if in some cases only

marginally. That these sectors have been forced to bear the impact of the Government’s

keenness to broadly stick to a fiscal consolidation road map — with the Budget

projecting a narrowing of the fiscal deficit to 6.4% of GDP in 2022-23, from a revised

estimate for 6.9% — reflects on its priorities. Government spending on health care ought

to have instead been significantly increased, with the lessons from the ongoing

pandemic’s first two waves serving to illuminate the need for a sizeable enlargement of

the public health infrastructure. A source of some solace, though, is the announcement

of a ‘National Tele Mental Health Programme’ to address mental health problems that

have been exacerbated by the claustrophobic lockdowns and plethora of anxieties

triggered by the pandemic.
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In a nod to the ruling party’s nationalist moorings and in line with the Government’s

push to increase self reliance or AtmaNirbharta, the Finance Minister has proposed a

series of tariff and policy steps that could help bolster domestic manufacturing in the

long run. A key policy element is a commitment to reduce import dependence in

procurement for the country’s defence forces. To that end the Minister has proposed

earmarking 68% of the armed forces’ capital procurement budget to domestic industry

in 2022-23, a not insignificant increase from the current fiscal’s 58% target. The tariff

rationalisations, which cover a broad swathe of items ranging from electronics, gems

and jewellery, chemicals, inputs used by MSME units and project and capital goods,

could, however, have varying short-term impacts. Specifically, the move to phase out the

concessional rates in capital goods and project imports gradually and apply a moderate

tariff of 7.5% could in the short term hurt infrastructure projects and the setting up of

new manufacturing capacity, some proposed exemptions for advanced machinery

notwithstanding. The Minister has tried to address the raging debate over how to deal

with virtual currencies by adopting a twin-track approach. On the one hand Ms.

Sitharaman proposes to introduce in the coming fiscal year a Central Bank Digital

Currency that she posits will impart a big boost to the digital economy and “lead to a

more efficient and cheaper currency management system”. The RBI-issued Digital

Rupee would leverage blockchain and other related technologies. In parallel, she

intends to tax income from the transfer of any virtual digital asset at the rate of 30%,

with deduction allowed only for the cost of acquisition. It remains to be seen if the

Government’s efforts at bringing the mushrooming trade and investment in a

multiplicity of virtual digital assets including cryptocurrencies under the tax net would

have a salutary impact besides adding a revenue stream to the exchequer. The

Minister’s latest budget also skirts mention of the asset monetisation plan mentioned in

the last Budget and shows a sharp decline in capital receipts from disinvestment. With

just ₹65,000 crore budgeted from asset sale for fiscal 2023, as opposed to ₹78,000 crore

as per the revised estimates for the current fiscal, the Minister has had to increase gross

borrowings to ₹14.95 lakh-crore, a 24% increase from the current fiscal’s budget estimate

but a far sharper 43% jump from the revised estimate of ₹10.46 lakh-crore. The resource

crunch manifest in the proposed higher debt issuance is ultimately bound to get more

acute in the days ahead, given the Budget’s lack of growth-invigorating proposals.



TURBULENCE AHEAD
AIR INDIA WILL NEED ALL THE MANAGERIAL EXPERTISE IT CAN

GET TO TURN INTO A SUCCESSFUL BUY
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The Tata Group’s consummation of its acquisition of Air India last week marks both the

culmination of the airline’s return to its original founders after an almost seven-decade

hiatus, as well as the start of an arduous long-haul flight for the loss-making, formerly

state-owned flag carrier. The Tatas’ enthusiasm for winning back what was once the

country’s iconic airline brand notwithstanding, the skies in which the industry operates

have changed considerably. A look at the market share data from the domestic air

passenger segment clearly shows that budget or low-cost flights now hold a dominant

position, commanding about four-fifths of the market. The Tata group’s full-service

venture, Vistara, with no less a partner than Singapore Airlines on board, has struggled

to establish a foothold and with Air India’s addition, the Tatas find themselves saddled

with a bulk of their combined domestic market share of 23% (as of November) being in

the less-in-demand full-service segment. Nor is the group’s newly combined share from

the low-cost segment, comprising Air Asia India’s 5.9% and the fractional share that Air

India’s Air India Express has, significant enough at the moment to give it scale in the

high-volume business. That the group is said to be considering consolidating Air India’s

domestic low-cost services along with Air Asia India’s operations is a clear indication

that the Tata bosses realise the need to optimise the varied aviation resources that are

now in the group’s fold so as to enhance viability.

On the international front too, Air India faces multiple challenges, not the least of which

is the Government’s current pandemic-related curbs on commercial international

flights. With foreign carriers restricted to limited capacity under the ‘Air Transport

Bubbles’ arrangement, Air India too has found itself constrained in the number of

overseas flights it can operate under the bilateral arrangements with counterpart

countries. The Tatas, though, could use the current curtailment of overseas services as an

opportunity to undertake a long overdue overhaul of Air India’s inflight experience. Also,

with Vistara now operating to a few select overseas destinations, the Tatas will need to

decide if they would want a younger in-house competitor to Air India once COVID-19

restrictions are lifted and normalcy restored as regards international flights. For the Tata

group, the choices going forward will need to be strategic. With the domestic market

set to see more churn with at least one new budget airline set to enter and other rivals

struggling for capital, the group needs to decide whether it wants to add capacity to

budget offerings or stay a predominantly full-service carrier at a time when the more

lucrative business class travel has been hit. And with aviation fuel costs set to soar

further, Air India will need to tap into all of the Tata group’s vaunted managerial

expertise if it is to turn into a successful buy.


